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“Nisos is a trusted and valued partner providing context
and actionable intel that we use to further our internal

investigations and significantly reduce risk.”

Michael Rennie
Manager of Threat and Vulnerability |  LogMeIn

Event Driven Investigations
Multidimensional fact-finding and intelligence
reporting for answers to any security question. 

Service Brief 

Nisos’ quick reaction, event-driven digital investigations provide the security insights
you need to maintain business continuity in the face of a security emergency from
fraudsters, nation-states, organized crime, terrorists, hacktivists, insiders, extremists,
online belligerent, or competitors. Nisos investigations arm your internal team with the
depth and clarity required to support administrative or legal action, including
attributing malicious actors if necessary.

If you have a security event already underway or your security team is short on resources,
Nisos can augment or even take over an investigation so you can get back to business.

Nisos is an Extension of Your Team
Nisos brings unmatched expertise and experience to each client relationship, giving you ready access to
seasoned intelligence professionals focused on your requirements. Truly an analyst-led partnership, you’ll
work directly with an elite team of practitioners supported by a cadre of Intelligence Advisors, analysts, and
specialists behind the scenes. 

Real Intelligence Answers to any Question
With Nisos on your team, you can send us RFIs, tasks, or questions and receive fast, expert insights delivered
as easy-to-understand intelligence reports. We  leverage our robust analytic methodology and tech stack to
collect, store, enrich, and integrate global and client-specific data from various sources and tools. Our work
helps arm your internal team with the intel they need to work faster and with more accuracy.

For more information visit: www.nisos.com 
email: info@nisos.com

call: +1-703-382-8400 
follow: LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nisos/
https://twitter.com/nisos
https://www.facebook.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/
https://www.instagram.com/nisos.managed.intelligence/


Common Event-Driven Investigation topics include:

About Nisos®
Nisos is the Managed Intelligence Company™. Our services enable security, intelligence, and trust and safety teams to leverage a world-
class intelligence capability tailored to their needs. We fuse robust data collection with a deep understanding of the adversarial mindset,
delivering smarter defense and more effective responses against advanced cyber attacks, disinformation, and abuse of digital platforms.

Event Driven Investigations
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Response to cybercrime, espionage, e-crime, or fraud

Counter brand reputation attacks
Urgent named person(s) or facility protection issues

Counter disinformation, misinformation, or slander campaigns

Elevating the Power of Human Tradecraft
Nisos derives finished intelligence from the chaos of the open, deep, and dark web using tradecraft and
advanced tools. With our proprietary intelligence workbench, Nisos’ team of expert analysts can rapidly query
a vast, curated collection of data sources, collection tools, and lawfully obtained breach records. 

Tailored Investigations
Nisos investigations identify and assess client-specific risks, propose mitigation strategies, and determine the
best responses. Intelligence taskings, called Requests for Investigations (RFI), are fulfilled based on the level of
research and analysis required. 

Spotlight Investigation
An investigation with an accompanying report that focuses
on tactical questions with a basic level of complexity. 

Spotlight Investigations are typically delivered within
two (2) business days.

Deep Investigation
An investigation with an accompanying report focused on
strategic problems, areas of concern, or a threat actor
across platforms and personas, including an in-depth
assessment. 

Deep Investigations are typically delivered within four
(4) weeks.

Extended Investigation
An investigation with an accompanying report originating
from a single problem or question, with analysts expanding
into related concerns to provide a more complete report
with recommendations and next steps. 

Extended Investigations are typically delivered within
two (2) weeks.

Targeted Investigation
An investigation with an accompanying report that provides
research and analysis focused on a single problem or threat
actor.

Targeted Investigations are typically delivered within
five (5) business days.


